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Patented Sept. 2, 1952 

UNITED STATES PATENT 
2,608,823 

m HYDRAULIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR 
ADJUSTING ANE LOCKING, MECHANISM, 

Earoid F. Silver and Clarence R. Steele, Denver, 

2,608,823 

of FICE 
Coio, assignors to Joy Manufacturing Com 
party, a corgoration of Pennsylvania, 

Continuation of application serial No. 750,982, 
May 28, 1947. 
1949, Seria No. 129,812 

our invention relates to hydraulic operating 
and control apparatus, and particularly to Such 
apparatus which is especially, though not ex 
clusively, adapted to the operation and control 
of mining apparatus. w 
In the copending application of Harold F. 

Silver, Serial No. 11,688, filed February 27, 1948 
as a continuation-in-part of the Harold F. Silver 
application Serial No. 750,981 (now abandoned), 
filed May 28, 1947 for Apparatus and Method for 
Mining Coal or Other Minerals from the Solid, 
there is disclosed an apparatus for mining coal 
or other minerals from the solid, which appa 
ratus includes motor operated vein-disintegrat 
ing means in the form of chain circulated cut 
ter bits, so arranged and in such numbers that 
in the illustrative apparatus shown they are 
operative to disintegrate, by cutting and/or tear 
ing out, the coal (for example) to a width on the 
order of a couple of feet and to a depth of per 
haps, eighteen inches, to two feet, and in Verti 
cal bands of the height of the room or entry in 

18 Claims. (CI. 60-52) 

0. 

which mining is progressing. The bits are sup- - 
ported during operation on guiding means which 
causes them to traverse elongated orbits, and 
their guiding means is mounted for the swinging 
of its forward, free end about a horizontal axis, 
and hydraulic means is provided for swinging 
the guiding means upwardly by power and per 
mitting its lowering by gravity, and this hy 
draulic means is controlled by a manually ad 
justable valve which is movable into positions to 
supply fluid to the hydraulic swinging means to 
effect upward swing of the disintegrating means, 
to vent fluid from. Such Swinging means, and to 
cut off the connection of Such swinging means 
from both supply and exhaust. A further con 
trol means is also provided for automatically 
cutting off the supply of fluid to such swinging 
means when the desired elevation is reached, 
and this control means may be adjusted to cause: 
interruption of fluid Supply at different desired 
elevations. 
In the apparatus mentioned, the disintegrat 

ing means and its driving motor and its upward 
SWinging means are mounted for forward feed 
and for retraction by means of double-acting 
hydraulic means, and valve means is provided 
for cutting off fluid supply from both ends of 
Said double-acting means, and for supplying fluid 
to either end while connecting the other end to 
exhaust... ithere is further provided a turntable 
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2 
ing advance and retraction, and this turntable 
is provided with hydraulic means for turning it 
on a vertical axis, so that the disintegrating 
means may act on the face upon a number of 
differently angularly positioned sections or 
bands, and cumulatively, in a relatively small 
number of attacks upon the face, advance the 
length of the entry or the depth of the room a 
distance equal to the horizontal depth of a unit. 
section or band. 

Moreover, to hold the turntable against in 
advertent change of horizontal angle, hydrauli 
cally controlled braking means is provided, with 
control means adapted to supply fluid to and to 
vent it from such hydraulically controlled brak 
ing means in such a manner that during the time 
when horizontal Swinging of the turntable is be 
ing effected, the braking means can be released, 
but be applied when no change in lateral angle 
is desired. . 
The apparatus mentioned also includes a tilt 

ing arrangement, hydraulically operated, for 
the nose and cleanup, devices of the apparatus, 
including a single-acting cylinder with means. 
for supplying fluid to it to lift the parts whose 
positions it controls and for connecting the cyl 
inder with exhaust so that the parts which it is. 
adapted to lift may rest of their own weight on 
the mine bottom. . . . . . . . . . 
Again the apparatus includes a double-acting 

floor jack and a single-acting roof jack, and a 
single-acting cylinder and piston mechanism for 
controlling the tilt-height of the delivery end 
of a tail conveyor when one is employed, with 
Suitable valves manually controllable to provide. 
for the appropriate fluid supplying and connec 
tion to exhaust of the hydraulic control devices. 
In such application, however, all of the valve. 

mechanisms disclosed are of a type which oper 
ates in midposition of the valve relative to its cas 
ing to permit a flow. from the pump constituting 
the Source of fluid-back to the fluid tank or reser. 
voir, and so constructed that whenever any valve 
is moved to admit fluid to operate the mecha 
nism it controls, it interrupts such flow and 
causes a pressure to be built up in the supply line, 
So that the fluid is delivered, at a pressure deter 
mined by a relief valve, to the mechanism: which 
has been connected to supply. 
This present application discloses an analogous 

hydraulic operating and control system, using a 
type of control valve for each of the several op 

relative to which the disintegrating, apparatus is. . 
Swung vertically and advanced and retracted. 
and which guides the disintegrating means dur 55 

erating mechanisms and the braking mechanism 
different from the valve: units of said Silver sole application, and having a separate bypass control 
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valve controllable by at least the principal operat 
ing valves, and having a brake control valve hav 
ing a novel control thereof by the horizontal 
Swing control valve. All of the control valves, 
according to our invention, may control the by 
pass valve, or only a part of them may so operate, 
certain manipulations of another valve or other 
valves providing for the closure of the bypass 
valve when the development of an operating preS 
Sure is desired, and said bypass valve being other 
Wise left in a position to avoid useless Waste of 
power and to prevent heating of the hydraulic 
fluid to no purpose. 
From what has been said it will be evident that 

an object of our invention is to provide an in 
proved hydraulic operating and control appara 
tus. It is another object of our invention to 
provide an improved operating and control appa 
ratus for a mining apparatus. A further object 
of Our invention is to provide an improved hy 
draulic operating and control apparatus includi 
ing one or more primary control valves, and a 
normally open bypass valve arranged to connect 
the main pump discharge to the return line and 
having improved control means governed by said 
primary control valve or said primary control 
valves. Another object of our invention is to 
provide an improved hydraulic operating and con 
trol apparatus for an apparatus including mecha 
nisms for effecting certain movements and having 
aSSociated means for preventing the inadvertent 
making of such movements, with a coordinated 
control of Such moving and movement-preventing 
means. A further object of our invention is to 
provide an improved hydraulic operating and 
control apparatus including at least one primary 
Operation Controlling valve, a bypass valve, and 
a holding control valve, with coordinated control 
of Said valves So that said primary operation con 
trol valve may control both said bypass valve and 
said holding control valve. Again, an object of 
our invention is to provide an improved hydraulic 
operating and control apparatus including a by 
pass valve, and at least two primary control 
valves, one always operative to control said bypass 
valve upon its own operation to deliver fluid to 
a device controlled thereby, and further operable 
to develop an operating pressure for distribution 
by the other primary control valve, which is not 
So arranged as to exercise itself a control of such 
bypass valve, as hereinafter described. Other 
objects and advantages of our invention Will here 
inafter more fully appear. 
In the accompanying drawing, in which there 

is shown one illustrative form which our inven 
tion may assume: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a machine of the 
character which forms a portion of the subject 
matter of the Harold F. Silver application above 
mentioned. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the machine. 
Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic view of a hydraulic 

system in which our invention, in its illustrative 
form is embodied. 

Fig. 4 is a face view, with parts omitted, of a 
portion of our improved controlling apparatus, 
showing vertical swing, feeding and retraction, 
horizontal SWing, bypass and brake control valve 
mechanisms, and various flow connections. 

Fig. 5 is a top view of elements shown in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 6 is a vertical section on the plane of the 

line 6-6 of Fig. 4, With parts omitted. 
Fig. 7 is a vertical section, with parts broken 

away, on the plane of the line 7-7 of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 8 is a horizontal view as on the plane of 
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4 
the line 8-8 of Fig. 7, with parts shown in coni 
Struction. 

Fig. 9 is a vertical Section on the plane of the 
line 9-9 of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 10 is a section on the plane of the line 
0-0 of Fig. 7, with parts omitted. 
Fig. 11 is a vertical section on the plane of the 

line if- of Fig. 7, with parts omitted. 
Fig. 12 is a central longitudinal vertical Section 

through one of the control valves. 
Referring to the drawings, and first to Figs. 1. 

and 2 thereof, it will be observed that upon a 
power-driven-crawler supported frame there is 
mounted a rotatable turntable 2 Supporting a 
reciprocable guide frame 3 carrying a motor 4 
constituting the driving means for a disintegrat 
ing apparatus 5, which is SWingable in Wertical 
planes about a horizontal axis 6 by a pair of 
single-acting Swinging cylinders 7, 7 of which but 
one is visible in Figs. 1 and 2. The reciprocable 
guide frame 3 is fed forward and retracted by a 
pair of feed cylinders 8, 8, one partially visible 
in Fig. 1 and both shown in Fig. 3; and the turn 
table is rotatable in Opposite directions by a pres 
sure fluid motor such as the Selectively effective 
horizontal swinging cylinders 9, 9, neither visible 
in Figs, 1 and 2, but both shown in Fig. 3. Brake 
cylinders 0, 0, not visible in Fig. 1 or 2, but 
shown in Fig. 3, are provided, as more fully dis 
closed in said Silver application, for holding said 
turntable against rotation. A cylinder con 
trols the height of the nose N and of the cleanup 
scrolls S at the forward end of the base of the 
machine. A vertical, single-acting jack cylinder 
2 is provided to hold down the rear end of the 
apparatus when desired and to cooperate with a 
double-acting bottom jack 3 in giving stability 
to the whole apparatus, Said lower jack 3 being 
operative alone to prevent the front end of the 
apparatus rising and to hold it down as may be 
necessary. A single-acting cylinder controls 
the level of the delivery end of a tail conveyor 5. 

All of the foregoing cylinders are adapted to 
be supplied with hydraulic fluid under control 
of valve means later more fully described. A 
reservoir or tank 2 is suitably mounted on the 
frame and constitutes a source of hydraulic 
Operating fluid. A conduit 22 connects the tank 
2 with the intake of a pump 23 which is driven 
by a motor 24 (FigS. 1 and 2) and which dis 
charges to a discharge line 25. A relief valve 
26 having a return connection 27 to a return 
line 28 leading back into the tank 2 is provided 
for the purpose of limiting the hydraulic pres 
Sure supplied to the various operating cylinders. 
This relief valve is of the flow-through type and 
opens only when the desired pressure is exceeded, 
and normally passes all of the fluid delivered 
by the pump to a line 29 which constitutes, 
through various branches, a supply line for the 
control valves which govern the operation of 
the cylinders and pairs of cylinders previously 
mentioned. 
From the supply line 29 there leads a connec 

tion 30 which ends in a T 3, one arm of the 
head of which is connected at 32 to a valve mech 
anism 33. This valve mechanism is a bypass 
Valve. Which is operative to prevent heating of 
the oil, by allowing the oil to pass freely back 
to the return line 28, except when fluid under 
preSSure is required to effect operation of one 
of the control mechanisms, and valve manipula 
tion to effect such operation is performed. The 
bypass valve mechanism 33, which may be of 
essentially the same general type as all of the 
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other valve mechanisms, includes a valve casing: 
34. having a bore 35 in which a valve element. 
36 is movable in one direction by a stem 3. . A 
Spring 38 normally maintains the valve element 
36 in the position shown in Fig. 3-a position in 
which the connection 3 and T 3 are in com 
munication. With a conduit 39 leading back to 
the return line 28, so that no substantial pres 
sure will exist in the Supply line 29. The casing 
has annular grooves 40, similar to corresponding 
grooves in other valve mechanisms, but they play 
no part in the operation of the valve mecha 
nism 33: " . 

Before describing, other features, one of the 
control valve mechanisms may advantageously 
be described in Sonae detail. These each include 
(see Fig. 12) a casing if having a valve receiving 
bore 42 therein and having opposite, heads 43 
and 44. A valve element. 45, having spools 46 
and 47 spaced by an annular groove 48, is re 
ciprocable in the bore. 42. A Sten 49 connects: 
the Valve through a loose pin and slot connection 
50 with an operating lever 5 whose upper end 

5 

O 

is pivotally mounted at 52 in a projecting bracket 
53 shown as formed on the head 43. Centrally 
of the bore 42 there is a groove 55 with which 
a threaded bore 56 communicates. 
acts as a supply groove. Spaced annular grooves 
57 and 58 are arranged at opposite sides of the 
groove 55 and threaded bores 59 and 63 com 
municate with the grooves 57 and 58 respec 
tively. Depending upon whether the cylinder 
and piston mechanism controlled is double or 
single acting, both or one of these bores is con 
nected to the cylinder, either bore not used being . 
plugged. Near the ends of the bores 52 other 
annular grooves 6 and 62 are provided, and 
these are connected, with each other and with 
a further internally threaded opening 63. The 
threaded opening serves for a connection with 
the return line 28. The valve element 45 is nor 
mally maintained in mid position, in which posi 
tion the spools 48 and 47 completely cut off.com 
munication between the grooves 57 and 58 and 
the supply groove 55 and the exhaust grooves 
6i and 62, and in which position no flow from. 
the groove. 55 is possible. For holding the valve 

This groove 

6 5 

40 

element 45 normally in its mid position the ar 
rangement shown at the left hand side of Fig. 12 
is provided. The valve has secured to it a stem 
65 to which there is loosely held, as at 66, a 
flange-carrying element 67. Between the flange 
68 on this element and a plate 69 through Which 
the stem 65 extends, a spring T) is arranged. 
This spring normally maintains the plate 69 
against a fixed plate secured between the head 
44 and the body 4. A nut T2 is adapted to 
engage the plate 69 to effect compression of the 
spring when the valve element is moved to the 
left in Fig. 12, so that a spring pressure to re 
turn the valve element to central position Will 
be produced by the leftward displacement of the 
valve element. When the valve element is moved 
to the right in Fig. 12 the fange 68 compresses 
the spring so that the valve element will be 
moved back to its central position when the han 
dle 5 is released. This general type of Valve is 
used throughout, in the illustrative embodiment 
of the invention. 
In addition to the valve mechanism 33, there 

are provided the following valve mechanisms: 
A valve mechanism 8, including a valve ele 

ment 45r, for controlling the raising cylinders 7; 
A valve mechanism 82, including a valve ele 
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6. 
ment 45f, for controlling the feeding, and ié 
traction cylinders. 8; : 
A valve mechanism. 83, including a valve ele: 

ment 45s, for controlling the swing cylinders. 9; 
A valve mechanism 84, including a valve ele 

ment 45b, for controlling the brake cylinders 0; 
A. valve-mechanism 85 for controlling the nose 

positioning cylinder f; ... . . . . . . . . . 
A valve mechanism 86 for controlling the top 

jack. 2; 
A valve-mechanism 87 for controlling the bot 

tom jack. 3, . . . . " " : 
And a valve mechanism 88 for controlling the 

tail conveyor-elevating cylinder 4. - 
It will be noted that the valve elements: in 

cluded in the valve mechanisms 8, 8.2, 83 and 84. 
are identified above, by the addition of letters 
respectively the letters r, f, s and b: As there is 
occasion to refer to other elements of these valve 
mechanisms, the same letters will be used to des 
ignate the particular parts. If occasion arises 
for referring to particular elements of the valve 
mechanisms 85, 86, 87 and 88, their particular 
elements will be, in such case, identified by the 
Supplemental letters n, ti, bi and c. 

Before describing the relation of the valve 
mechanisms 8 etc. to the system, it may be re 
noted that the bypass valve mechanism 33, when 
the valve. element 36thereof (which element cor 
responds to the elements 45 in structure) is in its 
upper position, operates to permit a free flow 
through, of fluid from the pump discharge line 
29 back through the connection 39 to the return 
line 28; and accordingly, the pump 23 does not 
Operate against any substantial back pressure. 
When, however, the valve element, 36 is forced 
downwardly, against the action of the spring, 38. 
into its lower position, then all flow through the 
connection 39 will be interrupted and a pressure 
will build up in the pump discharge line. 29 to 
Such a value as is determined by the setting of 
the relief valve 26, and an operating pressure: 
adequate for the various functions to be per 
formed. Will be made available. With reference 
to the Spring 38; it may be said that this is but 
representative of various suitable arrangements 
but normally maintaining the valve element, 36. 
in a position to permit free flow from the pump. 
discharge line to the return line, : . . . 

Before describing the valve mechanisms:81, 82,... 
83, we may describe the valve mechanism 84, 
which serves to control the supply and venting 
of fluid relative to the brake cylinders 0, doing 
this because of the fact that the T 3 heretofore 
mentioned also constitutes the supply element for 
the valve mechanism 84, and because it will be 
more convenient to have this device described 
first, for reasons which will later appear. It will 
be observed that the right hand arm of the 
head of the T 3 f communicates with the central 
groove 55b and that the grooves 6 b and 62b 
are connected back to the return line 28 by a 
Conduit 90. The threaded opening 6b is plugged, 
While the threaded opening 59b has a conduit 
9 connecting it, through branch connections 92 
and 93, to the bottoms of the brake cylinders 
fo. Accordingly, referring to Fig. 3, it will be 
observed that in the lower position of the valve 
45b there is a connection from the supply line 
29 through connection 30, the T head 31, the 
groove 55th, the groove 48b in the valve 45b, the 
groove 5b and the conduit 9 and branch con 
duits 92 and 93, to the brake cylinders O, O so 
that, when the pump discharge line is undes' 
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pressure, the fluid therein may apply a holding 
force to the turntable 2 and prevent the latter 
from rotating. When the valve 45b is moved up 
wardly in Fig. 3-actually in a different absolute 
direction, as will later appear-the brake cylin 
ders O may be vented by the connection of the 
conduit 9 with the exhaust groove 6 lb and a 
resultant venting of fluid to the return line 
through the conduit 90. 

Further, before going on to the description of 
the structure and mode of operation of the valve 
mechanisms 8, 82, 83 etc. it may be mentioned 
that the valve mechanisms 33 and 84 are arranged 
on parallel axes, with the valve mechanism 84 
arranged above the valve mechanism 33. The 
normal position of the valve 45b as just explained 
is such as to permit connection of the supply 
line 29 in communication with the brake cylin 
ders, but there will be no pressure built up in 
the brake cylinders unless the valve element 36 
is moved to its lower position by the application 
of the requisite thrust on the valve stem 3. The 
valve 45b is shown in Fig. 3 as connecting the 
supply line 29 with the brake cylinders, but if 
the bypass valve 36 is not in its lower position 
there will be no pressure to apply the turntable 
brakes. If this bypass valve 36 be closed without 
a change in position of the brake control valve 
45b, the brakes will be applied and will hold the 
turntable element 2 against turning. This is de 
sirable during sumping and withdrawing and 
during upward Swing under power of the disinte 
grating apparatus 5, and We provide, as later de 
scribed, arrangements, effective whenever fluid 
is supplied to the raising cylinders , or to the 
feeding and retraction cylinders 8, for closing the 
bypass valve without changing the position of 
the brake control valve 45b from that in which 
the supply line is connected to the brake cylin 
ders. It is, moreover, desirable, notwithstanding 
the fact that the bypass valve 36 must be closed 
to secure needed working pressures, that When 
there is to be fluid supplied to either of the cyl 
inders 9 to Swing the turntable there shall be a 
shifting of the brake control valve 45b to vent 
the brake cylinders to the return line 28, and 
So means for doing this is included-means which 
shifts the valve 45b to its upper position in Fig. 3 
when the swing control valve mechanism later 
described in detail Supplies fluid to either of the 
cylinders 9. 
For the purpose of controlling the supply of 

fluid to the cylinders 7 and thus raising the dis 
integrating apparatus, i. e., Swinging it upward, 
the valve mechanism 8 is provided. This has a 
connection 00 from the supply line 29 to its cen 
tral groove 55r. One arm of of a T-shaped 
connection 02 serves to connect the exhaust 
grooves 61 r and 62r with the return line 28. The 
opening 60r of the valve mechanism 8 is plugged, 
while a conduit 03 threaded into the threaded 
opening 59 leads past a special automatic valve 
mechanism (4 to branch conduits 05, O6 lead 
ing to the raising cylinders 7. The valve mecha 
nism O4 is per se a conventional One, and is 
effective when actuated to interrupt fluid flow 
through the conduit iO3 toward the cylinders 7, 
without.preventing return flow from these cylin 
ders when the valve 45r is moved to connect the 
conduit 03 with the vent connection C. The 
automatic control of this valve is described in the 
application of Harold F. Silver above mentioned 
and need not be repeated at this point, it being 
sufficient to state that upon the attainment by 
the forward end of the disintegrating apparatus 5 

O 
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8 
to a desired height the valve mechanism . O4 
shuts off the flow of fluid to the cylinders even 
though the valve 45r still connects the conduits 
00 and 03, and that when the valve 45r is moved 

to connect the conduit, O3 with the return line 
28 the fluid is permitted to flow at a suitable rate 
from the cylinders 7 past the valve mechanism 
04 and back to the reservoir 2 . In Fig. 3 the 

valve 45r is shown in closed position, and, as 
shown in Fig. 4, the operating lever 5 r may be 
moved to effect opening by the valve 45r of com 
munication between the conduits 100 and 03, to 
interrupt such communication, and to vent the 
conduit (3 back to the tank. 
The valve mechanism 82 controls the fiOW of 

fluid relative to the Sumping and withdrawing 
cylinders 8, and is adapted to cut these cylinders 
off from Communication with Supply and ex 
haust, to supply fluid to one end of each of these 
cylinders (the forward end) to effect. Sump 
ing, and to supply fiuid to the other end of each 
of these cylinders (the rear end thereof) to effect 
retraction. Of course forward and rearward 
feeding operation is also possible for adjusting 
purposes as well as for actual disintegrating op 
eration. The valve mechanism 82 receives fluid 
from the line 29 through a conduit 0 and 
through one branch if of this conduit which 
opens into the central groove 55f. The other 
arm 2 of the T connection f2 serves to con 
nect the end grooves 6 if and 62f with the return 
line 28. The annular groove 58f is connected by 
a conduit, f i3 with the rearward ends of the cyl 
inders 8, and the supply of fluid through this 
conduit will effect retraction of the disintegrat 
ing apparatus 5. The annular groove 57 f is con 
nected by a conduit 4 to the forward ends of 
the cylinders 8, and fluid supply through the 
conduit 4 effects Sumping or forward movement 
of the disintegrating apparatus 5. It will be 
noted that the rearward ends of the cylinders 8 
are connected in communication with each other, 
and that the forward ends of these cylinders are 
connected in communication with each other, 
The valve 45f is shown in mid position in Fig. 3, 
and when thrust inwardly it will effect a supply 
of fluid to the conduit 4, while connecting the 
conduit 3 with the return line 28, and thus 
effect forward feed or Sumping, while, when the 
valve 45f is pulled outwardly, it will supply fiuid 
through the conduit 3 and vent fluid through 
the conduit ft 4 to effect retraction of the disin 
tegrating apparatus 5. In contrast to the cylin 
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ders , it will be noted that the cylinders 8 are 
double acting. 
To Supply fluid alternatively to the single-act 

ing cylinders 9, which are operative to effect rota 
tion in Opposite directions of the turntable 2, and 
to effect Venting of fluid from either of these 
cylinders while fluid is being supplied to the 
other, is the function of the valve mechanism 
83. The other branch 2 of the conduit O Sup 
plies fluid to the annular groove 55s of the valve 
mechanism 83. The exhaust grooves 62s and 6 is 
are Connected through a conduit f 22 back to the 
return line 28. The groove 58s is connected by a 
conduit 23 to that one of the cylinders 9 which 
is shown higher in Fig. 3. A conduit 24 con 
nects the annular groove 57s with the other of 
the cylinders 9. It will be clear that when the 
valve 45s is thrust inwardly from the mid-posi 
tion shown in Fig. 3, fuid will be supplied through 
the conduit 24 to the cylinder 9 which appears 
lower in Fig. 3, to effect turntable rotation in one 
direction, while the conduit 23 then vents fluid 



9 
through the connection 22 back to the return 
line 28. Fulling of the valve 45s outwardly to 
the left in Fig. 3-will result in supply of fluid 
through the conduit 23 to the cylinder 9 which 
appears nearer the top of Fig. 3, and Will concur 
rently vent through the conduit 24 the other of 
said cylinders 9 by way of the conduit 22 back to 
the return line 28. It will thus be evident that 
the valve 45s may be moved to positions to supply 
fluid to either of the cylinders 9 while venting 
the other, and to a further position cutting off 
fluid Supply from both cylinders and also inter 
rupting Simultaneously both connections with the 
return line. 
In the mechanism illustrated and shortly to 

be described, provision is made for the operating 
mechanism of each of the valves 45r, 45f, and 45s, 
when such operating mechanism moves its re 
Spective valve to a fiuid supply-effecting position, 
to cause movement of the valve 36 to closed posi 
tion and thus result in the building up of an 
operating pressure in the line 29. Provision is 
also made whereby movement of the valve 45s in 
either direction from its mid position may move 
the valve 45b to cut off supply to the brake 
cylinders G and to vent these cylinders, so that 
when Swing is to be effected by one or the other 
of the cylinders 9 the turntable will not be braked 
against rotation. 
The valve mechanisms 85, 86, 8 and 88 might 

be arranged and connected, if desired, so .that 
th operating levers 5 m, 5fti, 5 bi, 5c might all 
control the bypass valve 36, but this is not neces 
sary, since these valve mechanisms are like those 
which have been described, each adapted, if only 
moved to central position from a fluid supplying 
position, to trap fluid in their respective devices 
ff, 2, 3 and 4, and since, moreover, when the 
Supply of fluid under pressure to any of the de 
vices f, 2, 3 and f4 is necessary, one of the 
valves 45r, 45f or 45s will either be in a position 
causing the building up of the necessary pres 
sure in the main supply line, or the valve 45fmay 
be moved, to avoid or end free interconnection 
of the supply line 29 with the return line 28, 
in a direction to tend to cause the supply of fur 
ther fluid to the end of the cylinders 8 which are 
already filled with fluid, so that, though the valve 
45f, by its movement, then causes closure of the 
valve 36, there will be produced no movement of 
the mechanism which the valve 45f controls, 
because that mechanism has already reached its 
limit of motion. Thus, to repeat, it is within the 
scope of our invention as defined in certain of 
the appended claims, to hook up the controls of 
the valve mechanisms 85, 86 and 88 the same as 
the control of the valve mechanism 8 later de 
scribed, and thus to control the valve 36, and 
to connect up the control of the valve mechanism 
87 similarly to the control of the valve mecha 
nism 32, but the control System described, in 
which the valve mechanism 85 is operative to . 
control only fluid supply and venting from the 
cylinder , the valve mechanism 86 is operative 
to control only fluid supply and venting with 
respect to the cylinder 2, the valve mechanism 
88 is operative to control only the supply and 
venting of firid relative to the cylinder f4, and 
the valve mechanism 87 is operative to control 
the supply and venting of fluid with respect to 
the opposite ends of the cylinder of the jack 3, 
is entirely adequate, and renders the control 
system more flexible and more simple in itSar 
rangement of parts. 
The valve devices 8, 82 and 83 are arranged 
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parallel to each other with their axes in a com 
mon plane-a, horizontal plane, as shown in Figs. 
4 and 5. They may be secured in desired rela 
tion to each other by bolting them, as at 60, 
to a horizontal upper plate 6. Each has a 
manually operable control lever 5?, and the pin 
and slot connection 50 of this control lever, with 
the stem of the valve which it operates, may be 
provided with some lost motion in order that 
there may be some initial delay in movement of 
the valves 45r, 45f and 45s until the valve or 
valves indirectly controlled by their movement 
have been moved to the desired degree. Each 
operating lever 5 is traversed, at a point out 
wardly of its connection with the valve stem 
which it actuates, by an opening 62 in which a 
bent rod is received. The bent rod associated 
with the valve mechanism 8 may be identified 
as 63r; the one associated with the valve mecha 
nism 82 as 63f, and the one associated with the 
valve mechanism 83 as 63s. Each of these rods 
is pivotally connected with a can, the can asso 
ciated with the rod (63r being a single-faced cam 
64 mounted at 65 on a stud 66 projecting 
downwardly from a horizontal plate 67; said 
cam being adapted to cooperate with a roller 68 
journaled on a stud f69 carried by a block TO 
which is secured, as at 7, to a horizontal, lon 
gitudinally movable thrust rod T2. The cam as 
sociated with the valve mechanism 82 is desig 
nated 74 and is of the double type, having sur 
faces 75 and 6 each adapted, on appropriate 
Swinging of the can about a stud or pivot TT 
carried by the plate 67, to move a roller 78 
nounted on a block 9 Secured at 80 to the 
rod 72. The block 79 carries another roller 18?, 
which is received within an elongated notch 82 
formed in a plate 83 secured, as at 84, to the 
plate 67. It may be noted that the plate 67 
is notched out, as at 85 and 86, to provide 
spaces within which the roller 68, and the rollers 
8 and 8, may respectively move. The coac 

tion of the roller 8 with the notch 82 keeps the 
rod 72 from rotating under the action of the 
cams. The bent rod (63s actuates a cam 88 piv 
votally mounted at 89, in a manner similar to 
the other cans, on the horizontal plate 6. The 
cam 88 is also a double cam and has oppositely 
disposed cam surfaces f$0 and f$f, and these 
surfaces are adapted to cooperate with a roller 
A 92, which is mounted on the lower end of a hori 
ZOntally pivoted lever 93 and which engages a 
roller 94 rotatably mounted on a block 95 se 
cured, as at 96, to the thrust rod 72. The roller 
f92 has a relatively spherical periphery so that 
angular movement of the lever 93 will not mate 
rially change its effective diameter. The upper 
arm of the lever f 93 is drilled, as at 97, and is 
normally held in engagement with a stop collar 
f 98 fixed on a rod 99, which extends through the 
hole (97. The rod 99 extends through an open 
ing in a perforated guide and support plate 200, 
which is secured to a plate 201 by which the plate 
267 is carried. Guide bearings 202 and 203 for 
the rod T2 are also secured to the plate 20 
below the plate fST. The rod 99 carries upon it 
a pair of springs 204 and 205, the former received 
between the upper arm of the lever 93 and an 
adjustable nut and washer arrangement 206 car 
ried at the left hand end of the rod 99 in Fig. 
7. This Spring is placed under a certain initial 
tension and at all times tends to maintain the 
drilled upper end of the lever 93 against the 

75 
collar 98. The spring 205 acts between the 
perforated guide plate 200 and, as shown, a series 
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of Washers 20 which rest against a connecting 
element 238 shown secured to the right hand 
end of the rod 99 in Fig. 7. This connecting 
element 208 is pivotally connected at 2G9 to the 
stem, 49b of the valve 45b. It will be evident that 
the spring 235 will normally maintain the collar 
| 98 against the plate 289 and thus predetermine 
the position of the valve 45b, holding it nor 
mally in the position shown in Fig. 3. When 
the lever 93 is rocked counter-clockwise in Fig. 
7 it will act through the spring 204, which is un 
der somewhat greater compression than the 
spring 205, to move the rod 199 to the left and 
bring the valve 45b. into a position to interrupt 
the supply of fluid through the conduit 9 to the 
brake cylinders G and to vent fluid from the 
brake cylinders it by way of conduits 92, 93 and 
3f, the grooves 57 b and 6 b. and the connection 
99, back to the tank. By changing the position 
of the nut and washer arrangement 206 and by 
varying the number of washers 287, the tensions 
of the springs 204 and 295 may be adjusted. 

Reverting to the thrust rod 72, it will be ob 
served that it has at its right hand end in Fig. 
9 an adjustable contact screw 20 provided with 
a lock nut 2: , and the head of the screw 20 is 
adapted to exert a thrust on the end of the valve 
stem 37 when the thrust rod 2 is moved to the 
right in Figs. 7 and 9. The rod 72 is held 
against movement to the left in Figs. and 
9 by the cams, and the end of the screw. 2, 0, 
through its engagement with the valve stem 37, 
determines the position of the bypass valve 36. 
When any of the cams 64, 14 and 88 is 
locked about its pivot in a direction which will 
attend movement of the valve with which it 
is associated to effect fluid supply, the rod 72 
will be moved to the right in Fig. 7 and will push 
the stem 3d to the right in that figure and move 
the bypass valve 35 to shut off the free paSSage 
of fluid between the pump line 29 and the return 
line 28. The cans 64 and 4 act directly on 
rollers which occupy fixed positions relative to 
the rod 72. The can 88 obviously acts directly 
on the roller 92, and through that roller upon. 
the roller 94, which through its mounting On 
the block 95 is operative to move the valve stem 
3. Thus the cam 88, on movement from its 
mid position, both actuates the brake waive 45b 
and the bypass valve, venting the brake cylinders, 
and effecting closure of the bypass between the 
supply line 29 and the return line 28 So that an 
operating pressure will be built up. 

Before summarizing the mode of operation of 
the structure described, it may be mentioned that 
the forward end of the cylinder it is connected 
by a conduit 213 with the valve mechanism 85, 
and that said valve mechanism is connected by 
a conduit 2 4 with the return line 28. In order 
to distinguish the return line from the supply 
line to the mechanism controlled by the valve 
mechanism 85, the internal, dual connections of 
the return line are diagrammatically shown out 
side the representation of the valve mechanism 
85, and also this same practice is followed With 
respect to the valve mechanisms 36, 81 and 88. 
The operating lever 5 in associated with the valve 
mechanism 85 is desirably maintained in a posi 
tion to connect the forward end of the cylinder 

with the return line, thus allowing the noSe 
structure N and the scrolls S to rest of their own 
weight upon the mine bottom. Suitable releas 
able detent means, herein illustrated as a piv 
otally supported lever 25 engageable with a stop 
26 on the lever 5 m, may be provided, if desired, 
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normally to hold the valve of the valve mecha 
nism 85 in the position mentioned. A Supply 
connection 27 from the pump discharge line 29 
is adapted to Supply fluid to the valve mecha 
nism 85, a supply connection 28 from the Sup 
ply line 29 leads to the valve mechanism 87, a 
Supply connection 29 leads from said Supply 
line 29 to the valve mechanism 85 and a Supply 
connection 220 leads from said supply line 29 to 
the valve mechanism 88. The valve mechanism 
87 has a pair of fluid supply and venting con 
nections 22 and 222 leading to the opposite ends 
of the bottom jack f3 for supplying fluid to force 
the jack into operative relation to the mine bot 
tom and to retract the jack. The return line 
connection from the valve mechanisin 87 is 
shown at 223. A single Supply and ireturn cold 
nection 225 connects the valve mechanism - 8, 
with the bottom of the roof jack cylinder f2. 
The return connection from the valve mecha. 
nism 86 to the return line 28 is shown at 226. A 
single fluid supply and return connection 228 
connects the valve mechanism 88 with the tail 
conveyor raising cylinder 4. A return connec 
tion 229 connects the valve mechanism 88 with 
the return line 28. The unused threaded bores 
60 on the valve mechanisms 85, 86 and 88 are 
plugged by the plugs 230, 23 and 232. . . 
With the parts all as shown in Fig. 3, the nose 

N and scrolls S may lift and lower with changes 
in the level of the mine botton, and all of the 
other mechanisms will be having no power ap 
plied to them, though fluid may be trapped in 
the cylinders 7, in both ends of each of the cylin 
ders 8, in both of the cylinders 9, in both ends 
of the floor jack 3, below the piston in the roof 
jack cylinder 2, and in the tail conveyor lift 
cylinder 4. There will be no substantial pres 
sure in the pump discharge line 29, and the brake 
cylinders {0, 0 will be under only the low pres 
sure which exists in the pump discharge line. 
Now, if the operator operates the handle 5 r as 
sociated with the valve mechanism 8 by push 
ing the same inward to admit fluid to the cylin 
ders 7, 7, he will simultaneously exert a thrust on 
rod 63r and Swing the cam 64, and the latter 
will push the thrust rod 72 and cause it to exert 
a pressure on the valve stem 3 and move the by 
pass waive 36 to a position to cut. off communica 
tion between the conduits 29 and 28, and accord 
ingly there will be built up an operating pressure, 
which will act in the cylinders 0, 0 to hold the 
turntable 2 firmly against turning; but there will 
be no movement transmitted to the brake valve, 
and so the brakes will be applied while the dis 
integrating apparatus 5 is SWung upward by the 
preSSure fluid flowing into the cylinders , T. 
When the desired elevation of the free end of the 
apparatus 5 has been attained, the valve mech 
anism 34 will interrupt the raising action, and 
the valve 45r may be returned to mid position. 

In like manner, if the operating lever 5ff as 
Sociated with the Sumping and withdrawing valve 
mechanism 82 is actuated in either direction, the 
rod 63f will actuate the cam fi and so bring 
about a movement of the thrust rod 72 So as to 
position the valve 36 to effect the development 
of the requisite operating pressure in the line 
29. Here again the brake control valve 45b would 
not be moved. If, however, the operator moves 
the lever 5S associated with the valve mechanism 
83 in either direction, the cam 88 will act upon 
the roller 92 and effect Swinging of the lever 93 
to move the valve stem, 49b to shift the valve 45t 
to a position to cut off the supply of fluid to and 
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to vent the brake cylinders 0, 0; and accord 
ingly the turntable will be released for free 
swinging movement. The roller 92. Will act 
through the roller 94 mounted upon the block 
195 on the thrust rod 72 and move the stem 37 
of the bypass valve 36 to position that valve in 
such a manner as to build up pressure in the line 
29, and accordingly fluid will flow to whichever 
one of the Swing cylinders 9, 9 has been selected, 
by the direction of movement of the valve 45s, 
for the admission of fluid while the other is being 
vented. . . . . .. 

: A Word more as to the control by the lever 5S 
associated with the valve mechanism.83: When, 
after the turntable has been brought to the de 
sired angular position, the valve 45s is moved back 
to central position and the bypass valve. 36 has 
been allowed to open, it will be appreciated that 
the brake valve 45b will also be returned to its 
position in which the brake cylinders, will have: 
their lower ends connected with the pump dis 

... charge line 29. And, while the turntable brakes 
will not then be applied, they will obviously 
immediately be applied if either the valve mecha 
nism 8 or the valve mechanism 82 be actuated to 
cause the supply of operating fluid to the cylin 
ders which they respectively control. If it be de 
sirable to actuate any of the devices , 2, 3 or 
4 while the bypass valve is closed due to the posi 

tion of one of the valves 45r, 45f or 45s, the re 
quired pressure will obviously be available. If 
such actuation be desired when each of the valves 
45r, 45f and 45s is in mid position, the operator 
can, by moving the valve 45f back to the position 
from which it was moved to central position, 
effect reclosure of the bypass valve without incon 
venient consequences, because the cylinders 8, 8 
are usually left at the end of their travel when 
their control Valve is centered, and So, a return 
to the last previous open position of the valve 45f 
will not cause further operation by said cylin 
ders. The same would be possible by moving the 
valve 45r forwardly when the disintegrating 
mechanism is in the upper position at which valve 
i04 is closed. . . . 
From the foregoing description it will be evi 

dent that We have provided a very effective con 
trol apparatus, one which permits avoiding heat 
ing of the hydraulic fluid needlessly, one which 
enables all of the necessary controls, one which 
effectS holding brake applications when necessary 
and release of such brakes when Swing is to be 
effected, and one which is simple, rugged, and 
convenient to use. 
This is a continuation of application, Serial No. 

750,982, filed May 28, 1947 (now abandoned). 
While we have in this application specifically 

described one form which our invention may as 
sume in practice, and indicated a possible modi 
fication thereof, it will be understood that this 
form and possible modification are disclosed for 
purposes of illustration only and that the in 
vention may be modified and embodied in vari 
ous other forms without departing from its 
spirit or the scope of the appended claims. 
What we claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent is: 
"l. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 

for a system including an element to be moved 
to different positions and to be held in such po 
sitions, cylinder and piston mechanism for 
-changing the position of said element, means for 
holding said element in different positions to 
which it is moved including another cylinder and 
piston mechanism, a source of fluid under pres 
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. Sure, and a drain line, normally open bypass 
means, including a normally open bypass valve, 
for-connecting the Source of fluid under pressure 
with the drain line, a control. Valve mechanism 
for said first cylinder and piston mechanism...in 
cluding a valve structurally distinct from , and 
nowable bodily relative to Said bypass Valve and 
having operating means and movable by its op 
erating means fron a normal position to Con 
nect said source of fluid under pressure and said 
drain line to Said first cylinder and piston mech 
anism to cause Such cylinder and piston mecha 
nism to change the postiion of Said element. When 
the source of fluid under pressure is disconnected 
from Said drain line, operative connections ber 
stWeen Said valve Operating means and Said. Or 
mally open bypass Valve for closing the latter. 
when said second valve is moved to connect said 
source of fluid under pressure and said drain line 
to said first cylinder and piston mechanism as 
caforesaid, a valve mechanism for Said Second cyl 
inder and piston mechanism including a Con 
trol valve and means for normally maintaining 

: the latter in a position to connect said Second 
cylinder and piston mechanism with said Source 
of fluid under pressure to effect the holding of 
said element in a fixed position. When the Source 

- of fluid is disconnected from said drain line, and 
means operated by said operating:means, when 
the latter is moved to actuate said second valve 
to supply fluid to the cylinder and piston mech 
anism which it controls, for moving said third 
mentioned valve to cause said second cylinder 
and piston mechanism to occupy a position in 
which it does not hold said element against 
movement, each of said cylinder and piston 
mechanisms having conduit means controlled by 
its respective valve mechanism for connecting it 
independently of the valve mechanism of the 
other with the source of fluid under pressure 
and said operative connections between said 
valve operating means and said by-pass valve 
actuated by said valve operating means at a 
point ahead of the operative connection of said 
valve operating means with said control valve 
mechanism. . . . . 

2. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a system including an element to be moved 
to different positions and to be held in such posi 
tions, cylinder and piston mechanism for chang 
ing the position of said element, means for hold 
ing said element in different positions to which 
it is moved including another cylinder and piston 
mechanism, a source of fluid under pressure, and 
a drain line, normally open bypass means, in 
cluding a normally open bypass valve, for con 
necting the source of fluid under pressure with 
the drain line, a control valve mechanism for 
said first cylinder and piston mechanism includ 
ing a valve structurally distinct from and mov 
-able bodily relative to said bypass valve and hav 
ing operating means and movable by its operat 
ing means from a normal position to connect 
Said Source of fluid under preSSure and Said drain 
line to said first cylinder and piston mechanism 
to cauSe Such cylinder and piston mechanism to 
change the position of said element when the 
source of fluid under pressure is disconnected 
from said drain line, operative, connections be 
tween said valve operating means and said nor 
mally open bypass valve for closing the latter 
when said second valve is moved to connect said 
source of fluid under pressure and said drain line 
to said first cylinder and piston mechanism as 
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is aforesaid, a valve mechanism for said second cyl 
- inder and piston mechanism including a control 
valve and means for normally maintaining the 

: latter in a position to connect said source of fluid 
under pressure with said second cylinder and 
piston mechanism to effect the holding of said 
element in a fixed position when the source of 
fluid is disconnected from said drain line, and 
means operated by said operating means, when 
the latter is moved to actuate said second valve 

- to supply fluid to the cylinder and piston mech 
anism which it controls, for moving said third 
mentioned valve to disconnect said source of fluid 
under pressure from Said second cylinder and 

'piston mechanism and connect the latter to said 
drainline, each of said cylinder and piston mech 
anisms having conduit means controlled by its 
respective valve mechanism for connecting it in 
dependently of the valve mechanism of the other 

: with the source of fluid under preSSure and Said 
operative connections between said valve operat 
ing means and said by-pass valve actuated by 
said valve operating means at a point ahead of 
the operative connection of said valve operating 
means with said control valve mechanism. 

3. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a system including an element to be moved to 
different positions and to be held in such posi 
tions, cylinder and piston mechanism for chang 
ing the position of Said element in opposite direc 
tions, means for holding said element in different 
positions to which it is moved including another 
cylinder and piston mechanism, a source of fluid 
under pressure, and a drain line, normally Open 
bypass means, including a normally open bypass 
valve, for connecting the source of fluid under 
pressure with the drain line, a control valve 
mechanism for said first cylinder and piston 
mechanism including a valve structurally dis 
tinct from and movable bodily relative to Said 
bypass valve and having operating means and 
movable by its operating means from a normal 
position selectively in opposite directions to con 
nect said source of fluid under pressure and 
said drain line to said first cylinder and piston 
mechanism to cause such cylinder and piston 
mechanism to change the position of said ele 
ment when the source of fluid under pressure is 
disconnected from said drain line, operative con 
nections between said valve operating means and 
said normally open bypass valve for closing the 
latter when said second valve is moved to con 
nect said source of fluid under pressure and said 
drain line to said first cylinder and piston mech 
anism as aforesaid in the desired one of said op 
posite directions, a valve mechanism for said 
second cylinder and piston mechanism including 
a control valve and means for normally main 
taining the latter in a position to connect said 
second cylinder and piston mechanism with said 
source of fiuid under pressure to effect the hold 
ing of said element in a fixed position when the 
source of fluid is disconnected from said drain 
line, and means operated by said operating 
means, when the latter is moved to actuate Said 
second valve in either direction from said normal 
position to supply fluid to the cylinder and pis 
ton mechanism which it controls, for moving said 
third mentioned valve to cause said second cyl 
inder and piston mechanism to occuply a posi 
tion in which it does not hold said element 
against movement, each of said cylinder and pis 
ton mechanisms having conduit means controlled 
by its respective valve mechanism for connect 
ing it independently of the valve mechanism of 
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the other with the source of fluid under pressure 
and said operative connections between said 
valve operating means and said by-pass valve ac 
tuated by said valve operating means at a point 
ahead of the operative connection of said valve 
operating means with said control valve mech 
anism. w 

4. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a system including an element to be moved 
to different positions and to be held in such po 
sitions, cylinder and piston mechanism for 
changing the position of said element in opposite 
directions, means for holding said element in 
different positions to which it is moved includ 
ing another cylinder and piston mechanism, a 
Source of fluid under pressure, and a drain line, 
normally open bypass means, including a nor 
mally open bypass valve, for connecting the 
source of fluid under pressure with the drain line, 
a control valve mechanism for said first cylinder 
:and piston mechanism including a valve struc 
turally distinct from and movable bodily relative 
to said bypass valve and having Operating means 
and nowable by its operating means from a nor 
mal position selectively in opposite directions to 
connect said source of fluid under pressure and 
said drain line to said first cylinder and piston 
mechanism to cause such cylinder and pistOn 
mechanism to change the position of Said ele 
ment when the Source of fluid under preSSure 
is disconnected from said drain line, operative 
connections between Said valve operating means 
and said normally open bypass valve for closing 
the latter when said second valve is moved to 
connect said source of fuid under pressure and 
said drain line to said first cylinder and piston 
mechanism as aforesaid in the desired one of 
said opposite directions, a valve mechanism for 
said second cylinder and piston mechanism in 
'cluding a control valve and means for normally 
maintaining the latter in a position to connect 
said source of fluid under pressure With said Sec 
ond cylinder and piston mechanism to effect the 
holding of Said element in a fixed position. When 
the source of fluid is disconnected from said drain 
line, and means operated by Said operating 
means, when the latter is moved to actuate Said 
second valve in either direction from said normal 
position to supply fluid to the cylinder and pis 
?ton mechanism which it controls, for moving Said 
third mentioned valve to disconnect Said Source 
of fluid under pressure from said second cylinder 
and piston mechanism and connect the latter to 
said drain line, each of said cylinder and piston, 
mechanisms having conduit means controlled by 
its respective valve mechanism for connecting it 
independently of the valve mechanism of the 
other With the source of fluid under pressure and 
said operative connections between said valve 
operating means and said by-pass valve actuated 
by said valve operating means at a point ahead 
of the operative connection of said valve operat 
ing means with said control valve mechanism. 

5. In combination, an element supported for 
adjustment, hydraulic means for effecting ad 
justment thereof, hydraulically controlled means 
for holding said element in different adjusted 
positions, and a hydraulic system for controlling 
the adjustment and holding of said element by 
said means including a pump for supplying a 
hydraulic fluid, a reservoir from which said pump 
is connected to draw fluid, a pump discharge line, 
a return line to said reservoir, a valve controlled 
bypass connection between Said lines having a 
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Valve therein movable between positions respec 
tively opening and closing said bypass connec 
tion, means for normally holding said valve in 
a position to open said bypass connection, a 
Valve for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
means for holding said element in different ad 
justed positions movable to change the Connec 
tions of Said means with said lines and having 
means associated with it for normally holding 
it in a position in which said holding means is 
operative by pump discharge line pressure to hold 
said element when the fluid in Said pump dis 
charge line is under a pressure corresponding to 
the closed position of said bypass valve, a Valve for 
controlling the connection of said hydraulic ad 
justment effecting means with said lines, operat 
ing means for said valve, an elementimovable with 
said valve as it is moved to effect connection of 
said adjustment effecting means with said pump 
discharge line, an actuating member movable by 
said latter element, and a second member now 
able by said actuating member to effect nove 
ment of Said bypass valve to closed position and 
?to change the position of Said valve for control 
ling said hydraulically controlled holding means 
to cause the latter, by connection. With Said re 
turn line, to release said first mentioned element. 

6. In combination, an element supported for ad 
justment, hydraulic means for effecting adjust 
ment thereof, hydraulically controlled means for 
holding said element in different adjusted posi 
tions, and a hydraulic system for controlling the 
adjustment and holding of said element by Said 
means including a pump for supplying a hy 
draulic fluid, a reservoir from which Said pump 
is connected to draw fluid, a pump discharge line, 
a return line to said reservoir, a valve controlled 
bypass connection between said lines having a 
valve therein movable between positions respec 
tively opening and closing Said bypass connec 
tion, means for normally holding said valve in a 
position to open said bypass connection, a valve 
for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
means for holding said element in different ad 
justed positions movable to change the connec 
tions of said means with said lines and having 
means associated with it for normally holding 
it in a position in which Said holding means is 
operative by pump discharge line pressure to 
hold said element when the fluid in Said pump 
discharge line is under a pressure corresponding 
to the closed position of said bypass valve, a valve 
for controlling the connection of Said hydraulic 
adjustment effecting means with Said lines, op 
erating means for said valve, an element mov 
able with said valve as it is moved to effect cont 
nection of said adjustment effecting means With 
said pump discharge line, a cam movable by Said 
atter element, and a lever movable by Said can 
to effect movement of said bypass valve to closed 
position and to change the position of Said valve 
for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
holding means to cause the latter to release said 
first mentioned element. r 

7. In combination, an element Supported for 
adjustment, hydraulic means for effecting ad 
justment thereof in opposite directions, hydrau 
ically controlled means for holding Said element 
in different adjusted positions, and a hydraulic 
system for controlling the adjustment and hold 
ing of said element by said means including a 
pump for supplying a hydraulic fluid, a reservoir 
from which said pump is connected to draw fiuid, 
a pump discharge line, a return line to said res 
ervoir, a valve controlled bypass connection be 
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tween said lines having a valve therein movable 
between positions respectively opening and clos 
ing said bypass connection, means for normally 
holding Said Valve in a position to open said by 
paSS connection, a valve for controlling said hy 
draulically controlled means for holding said ele 
inent in different adjusted positions movable to 
change. the connections of Said means with said 
lines and having means associated with it for 
normally holding it in a position in which said 
holding means is operative by pump discharge 
line preSSure to hold Said element when the fluid 
in Said pump discharge line is under a pressure 
corresponding to the closed position of said by 
pass valve, a valve for controlling the connection 
of Said hydraulic adjustment effecting means 
With Said lines, to effect opposite adjustments of 
said element, operating means for said last men 
tioned valve, an element movable with said valve 
as it is moved to effect connection of said adjust 
ment effecting means with said pump discharge 
line, a double-acting can movable by said latter 
element, and a lever pivoted between its ends and 
Emovable by Said can to effect movement, by one 
of its ends, of Said bypass valve to closed posi 
tion and, by the other of its ends, to change the 
position of Said Wave for controlling said hydrau 
lically controlled holding means to cause the lat 
ter to release said first mentioned element. 

8. In a valve mechanism for controlling a hy. 
draulically operated apparatus including a pres 
Sure fluid motor operated swinging apparatus, a 
pressure fluid operated locking apparatus oper 
able on operating fluid supplied thereto to effect 
locking, and a pump for Supplying, operating 
fluid for Said motor and for said locking appa 
ratus, in combination, a normally open valve for 
relieving Said pump of back pressure, means mov. 
able to effect closing of said valve, a valve for 
controlling Said motor, a normally open valve for 
controlling said locking apparatus, means for 
In Oving Said second mentioned valve to effect 
SWinging Operation of Said Swinging apparatus, 
In eans movable to close said third mentioned 
Valve to interrupt operating fluid supply from 
Said pump to said pressure fluid operated lock 
ing apparatus, and means moved by movement 
of Said Second mentioned valve moving means 
to effect SWinging operation to effect actuation of 
Said ineans novable to effect closing of said 
first mentioned valve and said means movable to 
Close Said third mentioned valve to effect clo 
Sure of both of Said first and third mentioned 
Walves. 

9. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a System including an element to be moved to 
different positions and to be held in such posi 
tions and having another element supported 
thereon and movable into different positions with 
respect thereto, cylinder and piston mechanism. 
for changing the position of said first mentioned 
element, means for holding said first mentioned 
element in different positions to which it is moved 
including another cylinder and piston mecha 
nism, means for moving said second element into 
different positions relative to said first men 
tioned element and including a third cylinder 
and piston mechanism, a source of fluid under 
pressure, and a drain line, normally open bypass 
ineans, including a normally open bypass valve, 
for connecting the source of fluid under pressure 
with the drain line, a control valve mechanism 
for said first cylinder and piston mechanism in 
cluding a valve structurally distinct from and 

75 novable bodily relative to said bypass valve and 
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having operating means and movable by its oper 
ating means from a normal position to connect 
said source of fluid under pressure and said drain 
line to said first cylinder and piston mechanism 
to cause such cylinder and piston mechanism to 
change the position of said first element when 
the source of fluid under pressure is disconnected 
by said bypass valve from said drain line, Opera 
tive connections between said valve operating 
means and said normally open bypass valve for 
closing the latter when said second valve is 
moved to connect said source of fluid under pres 
sure and said drain line to said first cylinder and 
piston mechanism as aforesaid, a valve mecha 
nism for said second cylinder and piston mecha 
nism for connecting it selectively with Said Source 
of fiuid under pressure and said drain line, in 
cluding a control valve distinct from Said bypass 
valve and means for normally maintaining Such 
control valve in a position to connect Said Sec 
ond cylinder and piston mechanism to effect the 
holding of said first element in a fixed position, 
means operated by said operating means, When 
the latter is moved to actuate said second valve 
to supply fluid to the cylinder and piston mech 
anism which it controls, for moving Said third 
mentioned valve to cause said second cylinder and 
piston mechanism to occupy a position in which 
it does not hold said first element against move 
ment, a control valve mechanism for said third 
cylinder and piston mechanism including a 
fourth valve, distinct from each of the other 
three and having operating means by which it is 
movable from a normal position to effect move 
ment of said second element relative to Said first 
element, said last mentioned operating means 
having operative connections with said bypass 
valve only, in addition to its operative connec 
tion. With said fourth valve, for moving Said by 
pass valve to closed position, when Said fourth 
valve is moved to cause movement of said second 
element relative to the first element and While 
said third valve remains in its position to effect 
holding of said first mentioned element in a fixed 
position. 

10. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a system including an element to be moved 
to different positions and to be held in Such posi 
tions and having another element Supported 
thereon and movable into different positions with 
respect thereto, cylinder and piston mechanism 
for changing the position of Said first mentioned 
element, means for holding said first mentioned 
element in different positions to which it is moved 
including another cylinder and piston mech 
anism, means for moving said second element into 
different positions relative to said first mentioned 
element and including a third cylinder and piston 
mechanism, a source of fluid under pressure, and 
a drain line, normally open bypass means, includ 
ing a normally open bypass valve, for connecting 
the source of fluid under pressure with the drain 
line, a control valve mechanism for said first cyl 
inder and piston mechanism including a valve 
structurally distinct from and movable bodily 
relative to said bypass valve and having operating 
means and movable by its operating means from 
a normal position to connect said source of fluid 
under pressure and said drain line to said first 
cylinder and piston mechanism to cause such 
cylinder and piston mechanism to change the 
position of said first element when the Source of 
fluid under pressure is disconnected by said by 
pass valve from said drain line, operative con 
nections between said valve operating means and 
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said normally open bypass valve for closing the 
latter when said second valve is moved to con 
nect said source of fluid under pressure and Said 
drain line to said first cylinder and piston mech 
anism as aforesaid, a valve mechanism for Said 
second cylinder and piston mechanism for con 
necting it selectively with said source of fluid un 
der pressure and said drain line, including a con 
trol valve distinct from said bypass valve and 
means for normally maintaining such control 
valve in a position to connect said second cylin 
der and piston mechanism to effect the holding 
of said first element in a fixed position, means 
operated by said operating means, when the lat 
ter is moved to actuate said second valve to Supply 
fluid to the cylinder and piston mechanism which 
it controls, for moving said third mentioned valve 
to disconnect said source of fluid under preSSure 
from said second cylinder and piston mechanism 
and connect the latter to said drain line, a con 
trol valve mechanism for said third cylinder and 
piston mechanism including a fourth valve, dis 
tinct from each of the other three and having 
operating means by which it is movable from a 
normal position to effect movement of said Sec 
ond element relative to Said first element, Said 
last mentioned operating means having operative 
connections with said bypass valve only, in addi 
tion to its operative connection with Said fourth 
valve, for moving said bypass valve to closed posi 
tion, when said fourth valve is moved to cause 
movement of said second element relative to the 
first element and while said third valve remains 
in its position to effect holding of said first men 
tioned element in a fixed position. 

- 11. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a system including an element to be moved to 
different positions and to be held in such positions 
and having another element supported thereon 
and movable into different positions with respect 
thereto, cylinder and piston mechanism for 
changing the position of said first mentioned ele 
ment, means for holding said first mentioned 
element in different positions to which it is moved 
including another cylinder and piston mech 
anism, means for moving Said Second element into 
different positions relative to said first mentioned 
element and including a third cylinder and 
piston mechanism, a Source of fluid under pres 
Sure, and a drain line, normally open bypass 
means, including a normally open bypass valve, 
for connecting the source of fluid under pressure 
with the drain line, a control valve mechanism 
for said first cylinder and piston mechanism in 
cluding a valve structurally distinct from and 
movable bodily relative to said bypass valve and 
having operating means and movable by its op 
erating means from a normal position selectively 
in opposite directions to connect said source of 
fluid under preSSure and Said drain line to said 
first cylinder and piston mechanism to cauSe Such 
cylinder and piston mechanism to change the 
position of said first element when the source of 
fluid under pressure is disconnected by said by 
paSS Valve from said drain line, operative connec 
tions between said valve operating means and 
Said normally open bypass Valve for closing the 
latter When said second valve is moved to con 
nect Said source of fluid under pressure and said 
drain line to said first cylinder and piston mech 
anism as aforesaid, a valve mechanism for said 
Second cylinder and piston mechanism for con 
necting it Selectively with said source of fluid un 
der pressure and said drain line, including a con 
trol valve distinct from said bypass valve and 
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means for normally maintaining Such control 
valve in a position to connect said second cylinder 
and piston mechanism to effect the holding of 
said first element in a fixed position, means Op 
erated by Said operating means, when the latter 
is loved to actuate said Second valve in either 
direction from said normal position to supply 
fluid to the cylinder and piston mechanisin which 
it controls, for moving said third mentioned valve 
to cause said second cylinder and piston mech 
anism to occupy a position in which it does not 
hold Said first element against movement, a con 
trol valve mechanism for said third cylinder and 
piston mechanism including a fourth valve, dis 
tinct from each of the other three and having 
Operating means by Which it is movable from a 
normal position to effect movement of said sec 
Ond element relative to said first element, said 
last mentioned operating means having operative 
Connections With said bypass valve only, in addi 
tion to its operative connection with said fourth 
valve, for moving Said bypass valve to closed posi 
tion, when Said fourth valve is moved to cause 
InOWeinent of Said second element relative to the 
first element and While said third valve remains 
in its position to effect holding of said first men 
tioned element in a fixed position. 

12. In combination, in a controlling apparatus 
for a System including an element to be moved 
to different positions and to be held in such posi 
tions and having another element supported 
thereon and movable into different positions with 
respect thereto, cylinder and piston linechanisin 
for changing the position of said first mentioned 
element, means for holding said first mentioned 
element in different positions to which it is moved 
including another cylinder and piston necha 
nisin, means for noving said second element into 
different positions relative to said first men. 
tioned element and including a third cylinder and 
piston mechanism, a Source offiuid under pres 
Sure, and a drain line, normally open bypass 
Eileans, including a normally open bypass valve, 
for connecting the source of fluid under pressure 
With the drain line, a control valve mechanism 
for said first cylinder and pisten mechanism in 
cluding a valve structurally distinct froin and 
Inovable bodily relative to said bypass valve and 
having operating means and Inovable by its op 
erating means from a normal position selectively 
in Opposite directions to connect said Source of 
fluid under preSSure and Said drain line to Said 
first cylinder and piston nechanism to cause 
Such cylinder and piston mechanisin to change 
the position of Said first element. When the Source 
of fluid under pressure is disconnected by said 
bypass valve fron said drain line, operative con 
nections between said Waive operating aeais and 
said normally open bypass valve for closing the 
later when said second valve is noved to con 
nect said source of fluid under preSSure and said 
drain line to said first cylinder and pisto idecha 
nisin as aforesaid, a valve itechanism ior Said 
second cylinder and piston nechanisin for. Con 
necting it, Selectively with said source of fluid 
under pressure and said drain line, including a 
control valve distinct from said bypass valve aind 
means for normally maintaining Such control 
waive in a position to connect said Second cylin 
der and piston mechanism to effect the holding of 
said first element in a fixed position, ileanS Oper 
ated by said operating means, when the latter 
is moved to actuate said second valve in either 
direction from said normal position to Supply 
fluid to the cylinder and piston mechanism. Which 
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it controls, for moving said third mentioned 
Valve to disconnect said source of fluid under 
preSSure from Said Second cylinder and piston 
mechanism and connect the latter to said drain 
line, a control valve mechanism for said third 
cylinder and piston mechanism including a 
fourth Valve, distinct from each of the other 
three and having operating means by which it is 
movable from a normal position to effect move 
ment of Said Second element relative to said 
first element, said last mentioned operating 
means having operative connections with said 
bypass valve only, in addition to its operative 
connection. With said fourth Walve, for moving 
Said bypass Valve to closed position, when said 
fourth valve is moved to cause movement of said 
Second element relative to the first element, and 
While said third valve remains in its position to 
effect holding of Said first mentioned element in 
a fixed position. 

13. In combination, an element Supported for 
adjustment, a plurality of hydraulic means for 
effecting different adjustments thereof, hydrauli 
cally controlled means for maintaining adjust 
ments effected by one of said plurality of hy 
draulic means, and a hydraulic Syster for co 
trolling the effecting and maintaining of adjust 
mentS. as aforesaid including a punip for Supply 
ing a hydraulic fluid, a reservoir from which said 
pump is connected to draw fluid, a pump disr. 
charge line, a return line to said reservoir, a valve 
controlled bypass connection between Said lines 
having a valve therein nowable between posi 
tions respectively Opening and closing Said by 
paSS connection, means for normally holding 
said Valve. in a position to open Said bypass con 
nection, a valve for controlling said hydraulically 
controlled means for raintaining adjustlet 
movable to change the connections of Said nearns 
with said lines and having means aSSociated 
with it for normally holding it in a position in 
Which said adjustinent maintaining means is Op 
erative to maintain adjustment when the fluid 
in said pump discharge line is under a pressure 
corresponding to the closed position of Said by 
pass valve, a valve for controlling the connec 
tion of one of said plurality of hydraulic adjust 
ment effecting means with said lines, operating 
means for Said wave, an element in Cyable With 
said Valve as it is noved to effect connection of 
Said adjustment effecting means With said pump 
discharge line, an actuating member 20Wable 
by said latter element and a second member 
movable by said actuating member to effect 
movement of Said bypaSS Valve to closed posi 
tion and to change the position of said Valve for 
controlling said hydraulically controlled adjust 
ment maintaining means So... that the latter Wii 
not maintain adjustment of Said element, and a 
valve for controlling the connection of another 
one of said plurality. Of hydraulic adjustment 
effecting means With Said lines, Operating Ileans 
for said last mentioned Wave, an element nov 
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able With Said last mentioned Valve as it is 
moved to effect connection of Said last entioned 
adjustment effecting means with said pump dis 
charge line, an actuating member nowable by 
Said last rentioned element and a Second men 
ber movable by Said last mentioned actuating 
member to effect ovement of Said bypaSS Valve 
to closed position. 

14. In combination, an element Supported for 
adjustment, a plurality of hydraulic means for 
effecting different adjustments thereof, hydrau 
lically controlled means for maintaining adjust 
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ments effected by one of said plurality of hydrau 
lic means, and a hydraulic system for controlling 
the effecting and maintaining of adjustments as 
aforesaid including a pump for Supplying a 
hydraulic fillid, a reservoir from Which said pump 
is connected to draw fluid, a pump discharge 
line, a return line to said reservoir, a valve con 
trolled bypass connection between Said lines 
having a valve therein movable between positions 
respectively opening and closing said bypaSS con 
nection, means for normally holding said valve 
in a position to open said bypass connection, a 
valve for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
means for maintaining adjustment movable to 
change the connections of said means with Said 
lines and having means associated with it for 
normally holding it in a position in which said 
adjustment maintaining means is operative to 
maintain adjustment when the fluid in Said pump 
discharge line is under a pressure corresponding 
to the closed position of said bypass valve, a valve 
for controlling the connection of one of Said plu 
rality of hydraulic adjustment effecting means 
with said lines, operating means for said valve, 
an element movable with said valve as it is moved 
to effect connection of said adjustment effecting 
means with said pump discharge line, a cam mov 
able by said latter element and a lever movable 
by said cam to effect movement of Said bypass 
valve to closed position and to change the posi 
tion of said valve for controlling said hydrauli 
cally controlled adjustment maintaining means 
so that the latter will not maintain adjustment 
of said element, and a valve for controlling the 
connection of another one of said plurality of 
hydraulic adjustment effecting means with said 
lines, operating means for said last mentioned 
valve, an element movable with Said last men 
tioned valve as it is moved to effect connection 
of said last mentioned adjustment effecting 
means with said pump discharge line, an actu 
ating member movable by said last mentioned 
element and a second member movable by Said 
last mentioned actuating member to effect move 
ment of said bypass valve to closed position. 

15. In combination, an element supported for 
adjustment, a plurality of hydraulic means for 
effecting different adjustments thereof, hydrau 
lically controlled means for maintaining adjust 
ments effected by one of said plurality of hydraul 
lic means, and a hydraulic System for controlling 
the effecting and maintaining of adjustments as 
aforesaid including a pump for Supplying a 
hydraulic fluid, a reservoir from which said pump 
is connected to draw fluid, a pump discharge 
line, a return line to Said reservoir, a Valve Con 
trolled bypass connection between said lines hav 
ing a valve therein movable between positions 
respectively opening and closing said bypass Con 
nection, means for normally holding Said Valve 
in a position to open said bypass connection, a 
valve for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
means for maintaining adjustment movable to 
change the connections of said means with Said 
lines and having means associated with it for 
normally holding it in a position in which Said 
adjustment maintaining means is operative to 
maintain adjustment when the fluid in Saidpump 
discharge line is under a pressure corresponding 
to the closed position of said bypass valve, a valve 
for controlling the connection of one of Said plu 
rality of hydraulic adjustment effecting means 
with said lines to effect opposite adjustments of 
said element, operating means for said valve, an 
element movable with said valve as it is moved to 
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effect connection of said adjustment effecting 
means With said pump discharge line, a double 
acting cam movable by Said latter element and a 
lever pivoted between its ends and movable by 
said cam to effect movement, by one of its ends, 
of said bypass valve to closed position and, by the 
other of its ends, to change the position of Said 
valve for controlling said hydraulically controlled 
adjustment maintaining means so that the latter 
will not maintain adjustment of Said element, 
and a valve for controlling the connection of 
another one of said plurality of hydraulic adjust 
ment effecting means with said lines, operating 
means for said last mentioned valve, an element 
movable With Said last mentioned Valve as it is 
moved to effect connection of said last mentioned 
adjustment effecting means with said pump dis 
charge line, an actuating member movable by said 
last mentioned element and a second member 
Inovable by said last mentioned actuating mem 
ber to effect movement of said bypass valve to 
closed position. 

6. In combination, in a controlling mechanism 
for a System including a pressure fiuid motor 
operated Swinging apparatus, a pressure fluid 
Operated locking apparatus, a pressure fluid 
motor moving apparatus, and a pump for Sup 
plying operating fiuid for said notors and for 
Said locking apparatus, a normally open Valve for 
relieving said pump of back pressure, means 
movable to effect closing of said valve, a valve 
for controlling said first motor, a normally open 
Valve for controlling Said locking apparatus, 
In eans for no Wing Said Second mentioned valve 
to effect Swinging operation of said Swinging 
apparatus, means movable to close said third 
mentioned valve, means moved by movement of 
said second mentioned valve moving means to 
effect Swinging operation to effect actuation of 
Said means movable to effect closing of Said 
first mentioned valve and said means movable 
to close said third mentioned valve to effect 
closure of said first and third mentioned valves, 
a valve for controlling Said second motor, means 
for moving Said last mentioned valve to effect 
operation of Said Second motor to effect move 
ment, and means moved by movement of said 
last mentioned valve moving means to effect 
In Ovement by Said Second mentioned notor to 
effect closing of said first mentioned valve, 

17. In combination, in an operating and con 
trolling System for an apparatus including an 
element to be moved into different positions, 
hydraulic cylinder and piston means for moving 
it from One position to another, means for re 
leaSably holding it in its different positions in 
cluding another hydraulic cylinder and piston 
means, and another element mounted on said 
first element and having hydraulic cylinder and 
piston means for moving it relative to said first 
element, a pump, a reservoir for hydraulic fluid, 
Said pump connected to draw hydraulic fluid 
from Said reservoir and having a discharge line, 
a line for returning fluid to said reservoir, means 
normally preventing the building up of pressure 
in Said pump discharge line including a normally 
Open bypass valve, a control valve movable to 
control the connection of said first hydraulic 
cylinder and piston means with said lines, an 
other control valve movable to control the con 
nection of Said Second hydraulic cylinder and 
piston means with said lines, still another con 
trol valve movable to control the connection of 
Said third hydraulic cylinder and piston means 
with Said lines, operating means for said first 
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control valve for noving it to effect a connec 
tion between said first hydraulic cylinder and 
piston means and said pump disciharge line and 
said return line, ineans operated by Said Oper 
atting means for noving said second control valve 
from a normal position to a position in which 
it precludes holding of said first element sta 
tionary by said releasable holding means and 
for innowing said bypass Valve to closed position, 
operating means for said third control valve 
for moving it to effect a connection between 
said third hydraulic cylinder and pistOI means 
and said pump discharge line for effecting nove 
ment of said second element relative to the first, 
and means operated by said last mentioned Oper 
atting means for closing said bypass Valve While 
leaving said second mentioned control valve in 
its normal position. 

18. In combination, in an Operating and COn 
trolling System for an apparatUS including an 
element to be moved into different positions, 
hydraulic cylinder and piston means for moving 
it from one position to another, means for re 
leasably holding it in its different positions in 
cluding another hydraulic cylinder and piston 
means, and another element mounted on Said 
first element and having a plurality of hydraulic 
cylinder and piston means for moving it differ 
ently relative to said first element, a pump, a 
reservoir for hydraulic fluid, Said pump Con 
nected to draw hydraulic fluid from Said reSer 
voir and having a discharge line, a line for re 
turning fluid to said reservoir, means normally 
preventing the building up of pressure in Said 
pump discharge line including a normally Open 
bypass valve, a control valve movable to control 
the connection of Said first hydraulic Cylinder 
and piston means with Said lines, another Con 
trol valve movable to control the connection of 
said second hydraulic cylinder and piston means 
With said lines, still other control valves movable 
to control the connection of Said plurality of 
hydraulic cylinder and piston means individually 
with said lines, operating means for Said first 
control valve for moving it to effect a connection 
between said first hydraulic cylinder and piston 
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mechanism and said pump discharge line and 
Said return line, means operated by Said oper 
atting ineans for moving said Second control 
Valve fron a norinal position to a position in 
which it precludes holding of said first element 
stationary by said releasable holding neans and 
for moving said bypass valve to closed position, 
individual operating means for each of Said still 
other control valves for Enowing thern to effect 
a connection between the Ones of Said plurality 
of hydraulic cylinder and piston means which 
they respectively control and said lines for 
effecting movement of said second element rela 
tive to the first, and means operated by each 
Of Said last entioned operating means for close 
ing Said bypass. WallWe While leaving Said Second 
mentioned contro Valve in its normal position, 

EAROLD E. SWER. 
CARENCE R. SEELE. 
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